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INFORMATION FOR BIDDERS 

 

Bids will be received by the City of Lamar, Missouri (herein called the “Owner”), at City Hall, 

1104 Broadway, on November 25, 2019, at 10:00 a.m. and then at said office publicly opened 

and read aloud. 

 

Each bid must be submitted in a sealed envelope, addressed to the owner.  Each sealed envelope 

containing a Bid must be plainly marked on the outside as POWER TRANSFORMER 

PURCHASE, ATTN: CITY CLERK, CITY OF LAMAR, 1104 BROADWAY, LAMAR, MO 

64759. The envelope should bear on the outside the name of the Bidder, his address, and the 

name of the project for which the Bid is submitted.  If forwarded by mail, the sealed envelope 

containing the Bid must be enclosed in another envelope addressed to the Owner. 

All bids must be made on the required Bid Form.  All blank spaces for bid prices must be filled 

in, in ink or typewritten, and the Bid Form must be fully completed and executed when 

submitted.  Only one copy of the Bid Form is required. 

The Owner may waive any informalities or minor defects or reject any and all bids.  Any bid 

may be withdrawn prior to the above scheduled time for the opening of bids or authorized 

postponement thereof.  Any bid received after the time and date specified shall not be 

considered.  No bidder may withdraw a bid within 60 days after the actual date of the opening 

thereof.  Should there be reasons why the contract cannot be awarded within the specified period, 

the time may be extended by mutual agreement between the Owner and the Bidder. 

Each bidder shall specify in his proposal, in figures, a unit price for each, if itemized and a total 

price.  The proposal shall not contain interlineations, alterations, or erasures.  All entries on the 

proposal form shall be in ink.  All errors in extensions or totals will be corrected by the Owner 

and such corrected extensions and totals will be used in comparing bids. 

A proposal of an individual, including those doing business under a fictitious name, shall be 

signed by the individual, and his address shown.  The signature shall be exactly the same as that 

appearing on the Contractor’s qualification form. 

A proposal by a partnership or joint adventure, including individuals doing business under 

fictitious names, or corporations, shall be executed by at least one of the partners followed by the 

title “Partner”, or one of the joint adventurers followed by the title “Joint Adventure” and the 

business address of the partnership or joint adventure shown.  The true legal name and address of 

each partner and joint adventurer shall also be shown and shall appear exactly the same as that 

shown on the Contractor’s Qualification Form. 



A proposal by a corporation, whether acting alone or as a joint adventurer, shall show the address 

and name of the corporation and be signed by a person authorized by its Board of Directors to 

bind the corporation, with his title shown. 

The contract documents contain the provisions required for the construction of the project.  

Information obtained from an officer, agent, or employee of the Owner, or any other person shall 

not affect the risks or obligations assumed by the contractor or relieve him from fulfilling any of 

the conditions of the contract.  

The party to whom the contract is awarded will be required to execute the Agreement within ten 

(10) calendar days from the date when Notice of Award is delivered to the Bidder.  The Notice 

of Award shall be accompanied by the necessary Agreement.  In case of failure of the bidder to 

execute the Agreement, the owner may, at his option, consider the Bidder in default.   

The owner, within thirty (30) days of receipt of Agreement signed by the party to whom the 

Agreement was awarded, shall sign the Agreement and return to such party an executed 

duplicate of the Agreement.  Should the owner not execute the Agreement within such period, 

the bidder may, by written notice, withdraw his signed Agreement.  Such notice of withdrawal 

shall be effective upon receipt of the Notice by the Owner. 

A Notice to Proceed may be delivered. 

The owner may make such investigations as he deems necessary to determine the ability of the 

Bidder to provide the transformer, and the Bidder shall furnish to the owner all such information 

and data for this purpose as the owner may request.  The owner reserves the right to reject any 

bid if the evidence submitted by, or investigation of, such bidder fails to satisfy the owner that 

such bidder is properly qualified to carry out the obligations of the Agreement and to complete 

the work contemplated therein. 

A conditional qualified bid will not be accepted. 

Award will be made to the lowest responsive, responsible bidder. The City reserves the right to 

reject any or all responses with or without cause. There is no expressed or implied 

obligation for the City of Lamar to reimburse responding firms for any expenses incurred in 

preparing responses.  Decisions by the City of Lamar to award this RFP to the selected 

consultant will be final. 

Missouri State Statutes 144.062, effective August 28, 1994, allows for a sales tax exemption to 

purchasing personal property and materials to be incorporated into and consumed in the 

construction of projects for a tax exemption certification authorizing such purchases for the 

replacement of the transformer to each supplier. 

 



POWER TRANSFORMER SPECIFICATION 

LAMAR CITY ELECTRIC 

 

PART 1 GENERAL 

1.01 OVERVIEW 

A. Specifications for the manufacture and delivery of one 67KV/13.2KV, 10/12.5/14 

MVA Substation Transformer for Transformer #2 at the Lamar South Substation, for 

Lamar City Electric (LCE) in Lamar, Missouri.  Bids for rebuilt transformers will 

also be accepted. 

B. Replacement of the existing Lamar South Substation, Transformer #2 is targeted to 

take place in Spring 2020. 

C. LCE and its agents reserve the right to evaluate similar units in operation for quality 

and workmanship prior to selection of the successful Bidder.  LCE and its agents 

reserve the right to waive irregularities, to reject all bids, and to select the Bid deemed 

to be in the best interest of the LCE. 

D. A transformer supplied from a United States manufacturing facility is highly 

preferred. 

E. The successful bidder may elect to take possession of the replaced transformer.  If 

bidder does take plan on taking possession, state those intentions in your bid and 

specify the amount in which the overall bid can be reduced. 

 

1.02 REFERENCES 

 The transformer shall be designed, built, tested and conform with the most recent 

published editions of the ANSI/IEEE, NEMA, and NFPA Standards including but not 

limited to the following: 

A. ANSI/IEEE 32 - Standard Performance Characteristics and Dimensions for Outdoor 

Apparatus Bushings 

B. ANSI/IEEE C57.12.00 - Standard General Requirements for Liquid Immersed 

Distribution, Power, and Regulating Transformers. 

C. ANSI/IEEE C57.12.10 - American National Standard for Transformers Safety 

Requirements. 

D. ANSI/IEEE C57.12.80 - Terminology for Power and Distribution Transformers 

E. ANSI/IEEE C57.12.90 - IEEE Standard Test Code for Liquid Immersed Distribution, 

Power, and Regulating Transformers. 

F. ANSI/IEEE C57.13 - Standard Requirements for Instrument Transformers 

G. ANSI/IEEE C57.19.00 - Standard General Requirements and Test Procedure for 

Outdoor Power Apparatus Bushings 

H. ANSI/IEEE C57.106 - Guide for Acceptance and Maintenance of Insulating Oil 

in Equipment 



I. ANSI/IEEE C76.2 - Related Requirements for Outdoor Apparatus Bushings 

J. ANSI B1.1 - Unified and American Screw Threads for Screws, Bolts, Nuts and Other 

Threaded Parts 

K. ANSI B2.1 - Standard for Pipe Threads 

L. ANSI B18.1 - Standard for Threaded Bolts and Nuts 

M. ANSI B36 - Standard for Iron and Steel Pipe 

N. ANSI C57.91 - IEEE Guide for Loading Mineral-Oil Immersed 

TransformersREFERENCES (cont.) 

O. ASTM A36 - Standard Specification for Carbon Structural Steel 

P. ASTM D877 - Dielectric Breakdown Voltage 

Q. ASTM D3487 - Standard Specification for Mineral Insulating Oil Used in Electrical 

Apparatus 

R. AMSE B00230 - Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 

S. ASME B230 - Boiler and Pressure Vessel Test Code 

 

1.03 QUALIFICATIONS OF SUPPLIERS   

Only qualified suppliers who have been actively engaged (for at least 10 years) in the 

manufacture or refurbishment of transformers according to the materials, quality, 

performance, and testing standards cited are eligible to bid.  Furnish only transformers 

which have been manufactured in continental North America and which use at least 65% 

materials, components, equipment, accessories, and appurtenances made in continental 

North America, as determined by the Owner.  No bids will be considered which do not 

meet these criteria. 

1.04  DEMONSTRATED PROOF OF EXPERIENCE 

   Furnish written evidence, in both form and detail acceptable to Owner, demonstrating 

that supplier has at least ten (10) years of successful experience in manufacturing, 

refurbishing, testing and operation of transformers of similar types, sizes and 

construction.  No bids will be allowed by Bidders who have less than ten (10) years of 

successful experience. 

1.05 GUARANTEES 

A. Warranties:  Furnish written certification that the transformers furnished under these 

specifications have been designed, and factory tested in accordance with applicable 

requirements of ANSI/IEEE C57.12.90 and that the test results comply with 

requirements of this specification. 

B. Furnish a written warranty that all equipment is in full compliance with the 

requirements of these Specifications, and that transformers and appurtenances are free 

from defects in materials, labor, and workmanship, for a period of five years from the 

date of delivery. 

C. Submit maximum guaranteed loss values per the list below.  In the event the 

transformer furnished under this proposal fails to meet any of these loss guarantees, 



Manufacturer/rebuilder will execute price reductions at the evaluation rates listed in 

[Section 3.02 A].   

1. Maximum No-Load Losses 

2. Maximum Load (Winding) Losses 

3. Maximum Auxiliary Losses 

D. Repairs and Replacements:  In the event defects in the Goods, Services, or Special 

Goods or Services are found during the warranty period, immediately repair or replace 

immediately any defects to the satisfaction of the Owner at no additional expense to 

the Owner. 

E. Liens, Encumbrances & Transfer of Title:  Furnish written certification to Owner along 

with Application for Final Payment, that the Goods, Services, and Special Goods and 

Services have been delivered free of any liens, claims, or encumbrances, before final 

payment by Owner can be made.  Furnish fully executed and dated documents for final 

transfer of title to Owner as part of Contractor's Request for Final Payment. 

 

1.06 TESTING 

A. Testing shall be conducted as follows: 

1. Transformer shall be fully assembled prior to testing, use of test bushings or test 

radiators is not allowed. 

2. Testing requirements shall be conducted as per ANSI / IEEE standards listed 

above, including but not limited to the following:  

a. Insulation Resistance 

(1) Each winding-to-ground and to other windings. 

(2) Core-to-ground 

(3) Surge arresters. 

b. Insulation dielectric loss and power factor tests of bushings and surge 

arresters. 

c. Ratio tests primary to secondary 

(1) All no load taps with LTC on rated 

(2) All LTC positions with no load on rated 

d. Polarity and phase-relation tests. 

e. No-load loss and exciting current at rated voltage. 

f. Exciting current at rated voltage. 

g. Impedance and load loss at base 55 degrees C rating and at maximum 65 

degrees C. 

h. Temperature rise at maximum 55 degree C rating.  Records of temperature 

tests performed on duplicate or essentially duplicate transformers will not be 

accepted. 

i. Applied potential. 

j. Induced potential. 

k. Efficiency at all KVA ratings 

l. Winding resistance on all rated voltage and all no load tap positions. 

 

 



1.07 SUBMITTAL 

A. The following shall be submitted to the Owner’s Engineer for Approval: 

1. Approval Submittal 

a. Shop Drawings:  Include wiring schematics with connection diagrams. 

b. Product Data:  Provide data showing dimensions and ratings for components. 

c. Manufacturer's Instructions:  Indicate application conditions and limitations of 

use stipulated by product testing agency specified under Regulatory 

Requirements. 

d. Include instructions for storage, handling, protection, examination, 

preparation, and installation. 

e. Warranty/Guarantee. 

2. Final Submittal 

a. Operation, Maintenance, and Instruction manuals.  Four (4) copies each 

complete with drawings are to be submitted to the Owner. 

b. Drawings to include the following: 

(1) Bills of Material 

(2) Outline diagram (include sample with bid) 

(3) Transformer nameplate 

(4) Schematic diagrams 

(5) External Connection diagrams 

(6) Internal Connection diagrams 

(7) List of recommended spares 

(8) Drawings shall be submitted both in AutoCAD 2007 format and Portable 

Document Format (.pdf) 

(9) Certified test reports. 

 

PART 2  PRODUCTS 

2.01 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

A. Equipment: 

1. Factory assemble to full extent possible for minimum field reassembly. 

2. Furnish equipment of first-class construction conforming to best modern practice. 

3. Supply all necessary material such as insulating oil, bolts, nuts, washers, wiring 

materials, etc. as require for complete field assembly and installation. 

4. Silver-plate or tinplate all primary current connections and joints. 

5. Provide engraved laminated plastic nameplates for each instrument or control 

device mounted on the equipment. 

6. Tag and package separately all spare parts and tools.  Identify on Bill of Lading as 

“Owner’s Spare Parts”. 

B. Control Wiring 

1. Completely install all internal control wiring at the factory. 

2. Make all connections at equipment studs or terminal blocks.  Terminate all CT 

leads on short circuiting type terminal blocks.  Terminate all other leads on 

Manufacturer’s standard type terminal blocks. 

3. Terminate all points requiring external wiring connections at numbered points on 



terminal blocks conveniently grouped to receive the Owner’s cables.  

4. Install internal wiring in horizontal and vertical wireway designed for easy 

accessibility to interior panel wiring.  Wiring bundles may be used where wireway 

is not easily installed. 

5. Provide all wiring necessary for all equipment specified, and for wiring for future 

equipment where such wiring is specified. 

6. Factory test all wiring, after final terminal block connections have been completed, 

for grounds, opens and proper continuity, and for proper operation of all relays, 

meters, instruments, switches, lights and interlocks. 

7. Wire all spare contacts on control switches, auxiliary relays, and alarm devices to 

external connection terminal blocks. 

8. Install all internal wiring without splices. 

9. Provide extra flexible hinge wire in areas subject to flexing, such as on hinged 

brackets or swing racks, if used. 

10. Terminal blocks: 

a. Use heavy-duty terminal blocks rated at least 30 amperes, 600 volts. 

b. Identify each terminal on each block by stamping or marking the terminal 

designation permanently on the block. 

c. Mount terminal blocks in vertical rows on interior sides or divider panels with 

means for cleating external control cables which enter from the bottom.  

Allow for cable entry. 

d. Provide terminal blocks with identification to provide at least 24 spare 

terminals having no internal connections or designated future connections. 

11. No more than two wires shall be terminated at any one terminal point. 

12. All control wiring shall be terminated with pre-insulated ring-tongue compression 

terminal lugs. 

13. Ensure that all ring-tongue terminal lugs are positively and sufficiently crimped 

onto control wire conductors. 

14. Provisions to prevent chafing shall be provided at all entrances and exits of 

conduit. 

C. Finish: 

1. Apply finish to all steel surfaces of equipment.  Finish shall follow ANSI 

standards. 

2. Clean and treat surfaces with phosphatizing process or equal and apply all 

necessary filler before application of finish. 

3. Apply at least one coat of corrosion resistant primer, having a minimum dry film 

thickness of 2 mils, and at least two finish coats as indicated, each having a 

minimum dry film thickness of 1-1/2 mils. 

4. Apply exterior finish coats in ANSI 70 gray.  Finish coats on the interior of 

cabinets shall be white. 

5. Provide durable non-skid surface on transformer tank top and LTC compartment 

top. 

 

2.02 TRANSFORMER EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

A. Type and Design: 

1. Design shall conform to references listed herein and other applicable ANSI / IEEE 



standards. 

a. Base:  Construct of structural steel shapes and/or plate to form a rigid skid on 

which the transformer can be slid or rolled on either main centerline axis. 

b. Provide jacking provisions for lifting complete transformer. 

c. Provide pulling eyes for pulling transformer. 

d. Tank Assembly  

(1) Welded steel plate construction 

(2) Constructed without corner welds on the main tank.  Tank seams shall 

be double welded (inside and outside) and shall be a minimum of 6” 

from the corner.  All welds shall be cleaned and ground smooth prior 

to surface coatings. Tank bracing shall be sealed tubular construction. 

(3) Absolutely oil and gastight with all fittings in place. 

(4) Capable of withstanding without permanent deformation pressure 25 

percent greater than the maximum operating pressure resulting from 

the oil preservation system per ANSI standard. 

(5) Suitable for full vacuum filling and vacuum drying. 

(6) Provided with tanking guides for centering core and coil assembly. 

(7) Gasketed joint to have machined surfaces on both sides, with gasket 

retainers and metal-to-metal stops, to assure even and effective 

pressure, avoid overstressing gasket, and to maintain oil tightness of 

joint under all service conditions. 

(8) Gasketed joints on transformer shall be raised above cover. 

(9) Provide a minimum of two 24” diameter manholes with bolted covers 

in top of transformer for access to lower ends of bushings, terminals, 

upper portions of coils, core ground, and to permit replacement of 

current transformers and other auxiliaries without removing the tank 

cover.  Manholes shall be round.  Manholes shall be located so as not 

to require removal of other accessories to permit access.  Manhole 

covers shall be furnished with handles. 

(10) The transformer shall be designed and capable of withstanding, 

mechanically and thermally, a maximum terminal short circuit current 

from an “Infinite Bus” (Zero impedance source) that can flow in any 

winding for a period of 0.5 seconds due to a fault. 

(11) Have adequate bracing of core and coils to withstand handling, 

shipping, normal and through fault operating forces. 

(12) Core ground connection shall be accessible without lowering oil level 

(locate above oil). 

(13) Combination 2” globe type drain and lower filter valve within 1” of 

the bottom of the tank with 3/8” or ½” sampling device valve.  Valve 

to be furnished with removable plug and cap devices. 

(14) One (1) inch minimum upper globe type filter valve below the oil 

elevation of the liquid level gauge.  Valve to be furnished with 

removable plug. 

(15) All accessory supports shall be adequately supported to provide a 

stable assembly.  Supports for arresters shall be designed to resist a 40 

pound per square foot wind loading on the arresters.   



(16) The shipping center of gravity shall be plainly indicated and 

dimensioned on the outline drawing and marked on the transformer 

tank sides and cover. 

(17) The completely equipped and oil filled center of gravity shall be 

plainly indicated and dimensioned on the outline drawing only for use 

in foundation design. 

e. Coils: 

(1) All main and auxiliary coils shall be circular shape. 

(2) All main and auxiliary coils shall be disk or helically wound. 

f. Core and Coil Assembly: 

(1) Joints in windings or at bushings:  Brazed or clamped, not soldered. 

(2) Rigidity:  Assembly to be braced or bolted adequately to prevent 

displacement or distortion under all normal conditions of handling and 

operation under short circuit conditions. 

(3) Inside bolted connections:  Locking type connections required. 

(4) Insulation on all conductors used in the coil winding process shall be 

cellulose insulating paper.  (NOMEX is an approved equal.)  It shall be 

wound onto the conductor employing a spinning process.  The paper 

insulation shall be applied in single or multiple strands such that a 

minimum of 30% of the paper surfaces are overlapped to provide for a 

continuous insulating surface.  Sufficient tension shall be maintained 

on the paper strands so as to prevent loose wraps.  All coils shall 

include full circumference clamping rings.  Core and coils shall be 

dried using a “vapor phase” system prior to filling with oil.  The 

insulating material, varnishes, and other associated compounds shall 

not contaminate the insulating oil, nor shall these items be affected by 

the oil. 

(5) The ampere rating of all leads shall provide adequate ampacity through 

the highest 65°C rating.  The X0 neutral lead shall not be sized smaller 

than the X1, X2, and X3 leads.  All leads shall also provide adequate 

ampacity capacity for loading conditions described in IEEE C57.92. 

B. Transformer Design Criteria 

1. Three phase transformer shall have the following ratings and electrical 

characteristics: 

a. Transformer type:  Two winding, Delta High Side - Wye Low Side, Outdoor 

type, Oil immersed. 

b. Continuous Rating:  10/12.5/14 MVA ONAN/ONAF/ONAF at 55° C rise 

with 12% supplemental ratings at 65° C rise 

c. Frequency cycle:  60 Hz 

d. Voltage:  67000 – 13200/7620 GRD Y 

e. High Voltage Taps:  70600; 68800; 67000; 65200; 63400 Volts with external 

tap changer for changing taps while transformer is de-energized.  

f. BIL rating:  350 KV primary; 110 KV secondary; 110 KV neutral. 

g. Impedance:  7.5 % Nominal at 10 MVA plus/minus 5%. 

h. Oil Preservation System:  Sealed tank system with (gas-oil) nitrogen blanket 

with tank pressure-vacuum safety bleeder device set to operate at maximum 



positive and negative pressures indicated on nameplate.  Provide one (1) filled 

nitrogen bottle (non-returnable).  Bottom of bottle shall be within 6” of top of 

foundation.  Provide all necessary tubing and a sampling valve.  NOTE: 

Adequate nitrogen pressure must be maintained at all times, post-manufacture 

until transformer energization.  If an adequate nitrogen pressure is not 

maintained, the Manufacturer will, 1) immediately supply an additional 

nitrogen bottle at no cost to the buyer, 2) perform oil analyses at no cost to 

buyer, to insure oil integrity, 3) perform oil filtration at no cost to buyer, if oil 

integrity is compromised, until oil analysis confirms oil integrity is re-

established, and 4) execute a price reduction as provided in [Section 3.02 B] 

of this specification. 

i. Bushing CT’s:  No bushing CT’s are required 

j. DC control voltage – 125 Volts 

C. Transformer Components and Accessories 

1. In addition to accessories required under ANSI C57.12.00 and ANSI C57.12.10, 

the transformer shall have the following accessories: 

a. Surge Arresters 

(1) Primary: Three (3), station class, 54KV rated 42KV MCOV 

(2) Secondary: Three (3), station class, 10KV rated 8.4 MCOV 

(3) Arresters shall be ANSI 70 Gray, porcelain, MOV. 

(4) Furnish all standard accessories, including base, cap, NEMA 4-hole 

pad standard silicon-bronze flat terminal, mounting bolts, lock 

washers, and grounding equipment. 

b. Bushings 

(1) High Voltage:  69KV, 350KV BIL, draw lead. 5 Foot Minimum 

Spacing.  (NOTE: refer to supporting documentation for existing 

transformer equipment orientation and surrounding structures 

and obstructions. Bidder should place equipment so as to fit into 

existing location while satisfying the preceding requirement.) 

(2) Low Voltage:  15KV, 110KV BIL, solid lead. 2 Foot Minimum 

Spacing.  (NOTE: refer to supporting documentation for existing 

transformer equipment orientation and surrounding structures 

and obstructions. Bidder should place equipment so as to fit into 

existing location while satisfying the preceding requirement.) 

(3) Shall be condenser (oil filled) type and shall be free of oil leakage and 

shall have suitable leak-proof sight gauges and with a convenient 

means for sampling oil and draining the bushings at the mounting 

flange location. 

(4) Furnish a 4-hole NEMA standard silicon-bronze flat terminal.  

Bushing terminal connectors shall be furnished with tinned surfaces. 

(5) Each bushing shall have a power factor tap for testing purposes. 

(6) All bushings shall be designed such that impulse voltage flashover 

occurs outside the tank before flashover occurs on the bushings inside 

the transformer. 

(7) Each bushing shall have the bottom portion suitably covered with an 

easily removable weatherproof coating to permit outdoor storage. 



c. Sudden Pressure Relay: 

(1) Quantity: two (2), one for main tank and one for LTC. 

(2) Provide 125-volt DC seal-in relays internally wired in the control 

cabinet on the transformer. 

(3) The sudden pressure relay and seal-in relay shall be provided with 

circuitry to effectively prevent false indication of relay operation due 

to induced voltages in the control wiring. 

(4) The sudden pressure device shall have means for field testing with a 

separate pressure source. 

(5) Wire the seal-in relay terminals to terminal blocks for the Owner’s 

external connection. 

(6) Sudden pressure seal-in relay shall be Qualitrol Model 909-300-01 

d. Pressure Relief Device:  Quantity: one (1) for main tank, if oil capacity is 

10,000 gallons or less.  If oil capacity is more than 10,000 gallons, two (2) 

Pressure Relief Devices are required.  Equal to Qualitrol LPRD.  Install 

horizontally and provide with alarm contacts, set operation for 10 psi nominal, 

provide long arm, yellow semaphore (flag) for visual indication. 

e. Magnetic Liquid Level Gauge:  With alarm contacts for low level; wire to 

control cabinet. Gauge to be located above the control cabinet. (NOTE: refer 

to supporting documentation for existing transformer equipment 

orientation and surrounding structures and obstructions.  Bidder should 

place equipment so as to fit into existing location while satisfying the 

preceding requirement.) 

f. Pressure-Vacuum Gauge:  With alarm contacts for “high” and “low” pressure. 

g. Dial Thermometers 

(1) Dial type thermometer with multiple field adjustable alarm contacts 

for high oil temperature.  All contacts shall be individually adjustable 

to any temperature between 50 to 125 degrees C. 

(2) Winding temperature indicator:  Quantity: Two (2) equal to Qualitrol 

with adequate contacts for cooling control plus one alarm contact for a 

high temperature alarm.  All contacts shall be individually adjustable 

to any temperature between 50 to 125 degrees C. 

(3) Dial indicators shall be located for easy readability.  Gauges shall be 

mounted at a height of 78” or lower.  Gauges shall be mounted to the 

left of the control cabinet.    (NOTE: refer to supporting 

documentation for existing transformer equipment orientation 

and surrounding structures and obstructions.  Bidder should place 

equipment so as to fit into existing location while satisfying the 

preceding requirement.) Gauges shall be aligned vertically with oil 

temperature gauge at the top, High Voltage winding temperature gauge 

in the middle and Low Voltage winding temperature gauge on the 

bottom. 

(4) Provide resettable drag hand on all dial thermometers. 

h. Cooling Equipment and Controls 



(1) Radiators shall be capable of withstanding, without damage or 

permanent deformation, the vacuum and pressure conditions specified 

for the tank assembly. 

(2) Furnish each cooler unit with a lifting eye, and oil drain at the bottom, 

and a vent at the top 

(3) Radiators and fans shall be completely interchangeable among cooler 

units. 

(4) Use of heat exchangers in lieu of radiators is not acceptable. 

(5) Cooling fans shall be located to be readily accessible for inspection 

and repair.  Fan motors shall be 240 VAC, 3 wire, 1 phase.  Each fan 

motor shall be furnished with a disconnecting device to permit 

removal of the fan without de-energizing the entire cooler group.  

Cooling fans shall be Krenz-Vent, no substitutes. 

(6) Tank-mounted radiators shall be removable type with flanged lockable 

valve fittings. 

(7) Refer to supporting documentation for transformer equipment 

orientation for radiator placement.  (NOTE: refer to supporting 

documentation for surrounding structures and obstructions.  

Bidder should place equipment so as to fit into existing location.) 

i. High Voltage de-energized tap changer handle located not higher than five (5) 

feet with padlock provision. 

j. Grounding:  Two (2) welded on ground pads for grounding transformer, with 

bolted connectors suitable for Owner attachments for #4/0 copper cable, one 

each located six (6) inches up from bottom of tank on two opposite corners.  

Manufacturer shall connect 4/0 stranded copper cable from one ground pad up 

to neutral bushing, low voltage lightning arresters, high voltage lightning 

arresters, down to opposite ground pad. Cable shall be securely attached to 

transformer tank at intervals not to exceed eighteen (18) inches. 

k. Provide a 12 point, 125-volt DC alarm annunciator.  Rochester Part No. AN-

3196B-F2M1, no substitutes. 

l. Lifting facilities for cover, core and complete transformer. 

m. Transformer cover shall be welded to the tank. 

n. Transformer cover shall be slightly domed to shed water. 

D. Load Tap Changer 

1. Tap changer shall be capable of energized and fully loaded operation through a tap 

selector switch, contactor mechanism, and impedance device as specified. 

2. Tap changer equipment shall provide automatic plus and minus 10% adjustment of 

the low voltage in 32 equal 5/8% steps.   

3. Rated for 15.7 MVA on all tap positions. 

4. The tap changer mechanism’s current carrying contacts shall be capable of 500,000 

operations before contacts need to be replaced. 

5. Switching mechanism shall be enclosed in a separate compartment with a hinged 

access cover from the main transformer tank and shall not in any way share the 

same insulating oil with main core and coils. 

6. Provide raise and lower switches for manual operation 

7. Provide auto-manual selector switch. 



8. Control Compartment: 

a. Provide terminal board in control compartment for termination of external 

wiring. 

b. Provide heater with switch and thermostat. 

c. Motor and controls protected by circuit breakers. 

d. Drill plate in bottom of compartment. 

9. Provide resistance or vacuum type LTC.  Arcing tap switch involving direct arcing 

of the insulating liquid is not acceptable.  Approved types include Magnetek type 

UZD or Reinhausen type RMV. 

10. Load Tap Changer (LTC) shall include the following:  

a. External position indicator with electrically resettable drag hands. 

b. Provision for manual (hand-cranking) operation. 

c. Operation counter. 

d. On-position and off-position contacts. 

e. On-position indicator with maximum and minimum indicating hands equipped 

with electrical resetting capable of operation by personnel standing at the base 

of the transformer.  The position indictor shall be readable while operating the 

LTC manually. 

f. Beckwith M-2001C-6EL Digital Tap Changer Control, no substitutes. 

g. Use Beckwith adapter panel if required, no substitutes. 

h. Beckwith M-0329B LTC Backup Control, no substitutes. 

i. Selsyn position transmitter wire to terminal blocks. 

j. Lockage weatherproof compartment for motor drive and control equipment, 

including space heater, light, and convenience outlet. 

k. Sudden pressure relay and accessories as specified for main tank, including 

nameplate, liquid level gauge, pressure relief device, etc. 

l. Operating mechanism with motor drive. 

m. Motor and controls protected by circuit breakers. 

n. Voltage testing terminals. 

o. Controls and time delay relays. 

p. Line drop compensator with resistance and reactance adjustments. 

q. Reactance reversing switch. 

r. Current transformer with line drop compensator. 

11. Bottom of LTC cabinet shall be a minimum of 90” above transformer base.  

Bottom of LTC motor drive shall be a minimum of 50” above transformer base.   

E. Insulating Oil 

1. Furnish high-quality, high dielectric strength, stable insulating oil suitable for the 

operating temperature specified. 

2. Insulating oil for use in electrical equipment shall be free from additives of any 

kind, either natural or synthetic. 

3. The Manufacturer shall submit to the Owner, with his proposal, certification that 

the insulating oil to be furnished does not contain any mixture of polychlorinated 

biphenyls (PCB’s) as determined by laboratory analysis and test procedures 

recommended by the EPA. 

4. Insulating oil shall meet the following requirements: 

a. Non-PCB 



b. Minimum dielectric strength 30-kV per ASTM D-1816. 

c. Maximum power factor of 0.05% per ASTM D-924 

d. Minimum interfacial tension of 40 dyne/cm per ASTM D-971 

e. Maximum moisture in oil of 15 ppm after processing per ASTM D-1535 

5. Oil not meeting this requirement shall be replaced at the Manufacturer’s expense. 

6. The Manufacturer shall supply (with the transformer) an adequate oil amount to 

ensure that proper oil levels are maintained at all times, including all field 

installation(s) (such as bushings and radiators).  If an adequate oil amount is not 

supplied, the Manufacturer shall immediately supply such amount at no cost to the 

buyer and a price adjustment will be made as provided in [Section 3.02 C] of this 

specification. 

F. Control Compartment 

1. Provide a weatherproof, utility-grade, control cabinet for all auxiliary power, 

alarm, and current transformer external connections. 

a. Provide a removable plate on bottom of control cabinet to facilitate field 

drilling for conduit entrance. 

b. Furnish hinged, gasketed, double access control cabinet doors complete with 

guides to hold doors open.  Cabinet latch and hinge hardware shall be stainless 

steel.  Hinges shall be full length. 

c. Sub-panels shall be hinged. 

d. Furnish cabinet ventilation to prevent heat build-up in cabinet.  Provide filter 

and screen to prevent infiltration of contaminants and dust into control 

cabinet. 

e. Provide a duplex receptacle, protected by a ground fault interrupting (GFCI) 

circuit breaker, in the cabinet. 

f. Furnish a light with switch. 

g. Provide a drawing pocket on inside of door. 

h. To facilitate the re-use of the existing control cables, the control cabinet 

location must match the current control cabinet location.  Refer to the 

supporting documentation for existing transformer orientation.  

2. Minimum wire sizes: 

a. CT Circuits - #10 SIS 

b. Internal control wiring - #12 SIS 

c. Internal power wiring - #12 THHN  

3. Provide branch breaker disconnects for each AC sub-feed.  Include sub-fusing for 

branch power circuits (GFCI receptacle, space heaters, working lights, auxiliary 

fans, other items).   

a. Motor and accessory voltage – 240VAC, 3 wire, single phase 

b. Space heaters / lighting and outlet – 120VAC, 2 wire, single phase 

4. Minimum enclosure size is 40” (W) by 40” (H) by 24” (D).   

5. Submit typical schematic with bid for evaluation. 

6. Low voltage motors, (fans, pumps) shall operate at 120/240 VAC, 3-wire, single 

phase. 

7. Control Compartment to contain: 

a. Potter and Brumfield relays for undervoltage relays. 

b. Undervoltage relay for Owner’s PT supply. 



c. Vacuum Interrupter Monitor – Provide alarm contacts in control cabinet for 

Owner’s use. 

d. Only gray Panduit is acceptable. 

e. All breakers and devices shall be labeled with a phenolic nameplate that 

contains the device number and a short description. 

f. All indicating lights shall be LED. 

g. Provide separate switches for LTC raise/lower and auto/manual. 

 

PART 3 EXECUTION 

3.01  WARRANTY 

A. Warranty shall extend for a minimum period of one year extending to all components, 

including labor, and full coverage of transportation “in and out costs”.  Warranty 

period shall begin the earlier of 180 days from the date of delivery, or the date the 

Owner places transformer “on-line”. 

 

3.02 PENALTIES 

A. In the event that the actual transformer losses exceed the provided guaranteed 

maximum losses, as require per [Section 1.05 C], price reductions will be made per 

the following rates:  no load losses @ $8,000/KW; load (copper winding) losses @ 

$2,000/KW (@ 15MVA base rating); auxiliary losses @ $1,000/KW @ 10MVA base 

rating. 

B. In the event that proper nitrogen pressure is not maintained, as specified in [Section 

2.02 B.1.h], a price reduction of $5,000 will be made. 

C. In the event that an inadequate oil volume is supplied, as specified in [Section 2.02 

E.6], a price reduction of $5,000 will be made. 

 

3.03 SHIPMENT 

A. F.O.B. Substation site, Lamar, MO, ready for offloading by Owner’s Contractor in 

fully functional state ready for energized use.  If transformer must be shipped 

partially assembled, (i.e., without oil, radiators, and/or bushings), Manufacturer shall 

provide at no additional cost, qualified personnel, equipment, and tools as necessary 

to complete assembly (“dress-out”).  

B. If the Manufacturer has elected to take possession of the replaced transformer, the 

transformer will be loaded onto Manufacturer’s conveyance by Owner’s Contractor. 

  

3.04  PAYMENTS 

A. Manufacturer may bill twenty-five (25) percent upon submittal of approval drawings; 

twenty-five (25) percent upon completion of manufacturing; final billing upon 

acceptance, set-up, and field prep (allowance of sixty (60) days from delivery). 

  



3.05 SPARE PARTS 

A. Provide the following spare parts: 

1. One (1) spare cooling fan complete with blade, cage, and cord 

2. One (1) gallon interior and exterior touch up paint 

3. Special wrenches / tools standard with manufacturer 

4. Spare set of gaskets for transformer 

 

 END OF SPECIFICATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BID 

Proposal of _____________________________________________________________ 

(hereinafter called “Bidder”), organized and existing under the laws of the State of 

_________________________, doing business as (a corporation), (a partnership), or an 

individual). 

 

To the City of Lamar, Missouri (hereinafter called “Owner”). 

In compliance with your advertisement for bids, Bidder hereby proposes to perform all work for 

the completion of the project known as TRANSFORMER PURCHASE in strict accordance with the 

Contract Documents, within the time set therein, and at the prices on the attached bid. 

Purchase price of the transformer with  requirements as listed $ _________________________. 

By submission of this Bid, each Bidder certifies, and in the case of a joint Bid, each party thereto 

certifies as to his own organization, that this Bid has been arrived at independently, without 

consultation, communication, or agreement as to any matter relating to this bid with any other 

Bidder or with any competitor. 

The above price shall include all 

The City retains the right to reject all bids. 

The Bidder further agrees that this bid will be good and may not be withdrawn for a period of 

ninety (90) calendar days after the scheduled closing time for the receiving of bids. 

Upon receipt of written notice of the acceptance of this bid, same Bidder shall execute the 

formal contract attached within ten (10) days as required in the General Conditions. 

 

ATTEST:     RESPECTIVELY SUBMITTED, 

_________________________________ 
      Bidder 
      By:________________________________ 

      Title:_______________________________ 

      Address:____________________________ 

Seal (If Corporation)    ___________________________________ 

 


